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ABSTRACT

The abundance of available sensor and derived data from large

scientific experiments, such as earth observation programs, radio

astronomy sky surveys, and high-energy physics already exceeds

the storage hardware globally fabricated per year. To that end,

cold storage data archives are the—often overlooked—spearheads of

modern big data analytics in scientific, data-intensive application

domains. While high-performance data analytics has received much

attention from the research community, the growing number of

problems in designing and deploying cold storage archives has only

received very little attention.

In this paper, we take the first step towards bridging this gap

in knowledge by presenting an analysis of four real-world cold

storage archives from three different application domains. In doing

so, we highlight (i) workload characteristics that differentiate these

archives from traditional, performance-sensitive data analytics, (ii)

design trade-offs involved in building cold storage systems for these

archives, and (iii) deployment trade-offs with respect to migration

to the public cloud. Based on our analysis, we discuss several other

important research challenges that need to be addressed by the data

management community.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Data-intensive scientific domains are nowadays capable of gener-

ating large data volumes (TBs to PBs) within short time frames.

The data often stems from observational sciences, such as, earth

observation, radio astronomy, nuclear physics, and medicine. The

immense scientific value of this data often lies in the ability to

capture changes of the observed system over time and in enabling
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researchers to reason about the root cause of such changes. To facil-

itate such time series analysis, scientific data is stored in cold storage
data archives, which serves two main purposes: (1) ensuring long-

term data preservation and (2) providing a data platform for data

analysis at large scale covering the complete project/experiment.

The development of new Exascale supercomputing facilities has

resulted in a dramatic increase in the capacity of these cold storage

archives. Thus, in order to keep the total cost of ownership low,

data was primarily stored in nearline storage systems, such as, tape

libraries. However, sparked by increasing storage capacity demands,

there is a growing interest in the development of more durable

and high density storage media, including archival disks [7, 8],

DNA [6, 10], and optical media [4, 18] for cold storage. All these

technologies vary dramatically with respect to read/write latency,

available bandwidth capacity, and media durability. In order to

systematically analyze the applicability of these new technologies

for archiving scientific data, one needs a benchmarking framework

that takes into account various requirements from the application

domain to identify the optimal set of storage devices. Unfortunately,

no such cold storage benchmark exists today.

With the increasing capacity of cold storage archives, configu-

ration and tuning have become tedious and labor-intensive tasks.

The computationally-intensive statistical techniques that are used

to analyze scientific data also makes resource allocation and perfor-

mance isolation a complex problem at multi-mission data archives

that potentially span dozens of projects and experiments with vastly

different storage and access requirements. Recently, several cloud

service providers have started offering fully-managed, elastic, cold-

storage-as-a-service platforms [1–3] that solve some of these prob-

lems. However, little attention has been paid to understanding the

advantages and disadvantages involved in migrating scientific data

archives to the public cloud.

Scientific application domains also differ widely with respect

to their data access demands from cold storage archives. Some

domains require the cold storage to behave as an active archive,
where all data must be online and available at any point in time,

as data retrieval of individual files or batches of files is common.

This holds true in particular for application domains that need to

provide a consistent view across data gatherings spanning multiple

decades of observations. On the contrary, other domains require

cold storage to act as a static archive where most data is never read

back again and only stored for long-term preservation purposes.

The choice of media used for provisioning scientific data archival

obviously depends on the nature of the archive. While prior studies

have explored some characteristics of static archives, there have

been very few studies on understanding data access patterns and

deployment scenarios (in-house or cloud) for active archives.

Analyzing scientific data archives is currently not in the focus

of commercial storage system providers and data management
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Table 1: Dataset characteristics.

ECFS MARS D-SDA LOFAR

Total capacity 14.8 PB 37.9 PB 15 PB 13 PB

Ann. Growth 3+ PB/y 15+ PB/y 10+ PB/y 2+ PB/y

Cache 340 TB 1 PB 500 TB 740 TB

#Files 137.5 mil. 9.7 mil. 128+ mil. 3.2+ mil.

Avg. file size < 1 GB 1 − 64MB 59.8MB < 1 GB

Largest file 32GB 1.34 TB 38.49GB 63GB

Table 2: Workload characteristics.

ECFS MARS

Never read files number 101.3 mil. 7.9 mil.

Never read files size 11.3 PB 24.9 PB

Never read files percentage 76% 80%

researchers. We argue that there is an increasing need for such

an analysis as it supports system designers to evaluate crucial

architecture decisions for various aspects of data management (e.g.,

cache sizing & eviction strategy, data placement, data prefetching

strategies, etc.) for large-scale scientific projects. Such an analysis

also helps to ponder the performance–price trade-offs between

private storage infrastructures, hybrid private/public cloud storage,

and public cloud storage solutions for a data-intensive scientific

project. Finally, such an analysis can also drive the development

of a benchmark designed for evaluating cold storage data archive

systems independent of the specific application domain.

In this paper, we take a first step towards bridging this gap by

performing an analysis of four real-world data archives with a focus

on the domain-specific characteristics of the corresponding storage

systems to (i) highlight key workload characteristics that differenti-

ate scientific data storage from traditional, performance-sensitive

data storage, (ii) describe design trade-offs involved in building

cold data storage systems tailored for scientific data archival, and

(iii) explore deployment trade-offs with respect to migration to the

public cloud. Based on our analysis, we discuss open challenges in

the area of cold storage data archives to be tackled by the research

community.

2 APPLICATION DOMAINS

In this section we describe three different scientific application

domains, namely earth observation (D-SDA), radio astronomy (LO-

FAR), and weather forecasting (ECMWF), and detail specifics about

their employed storage systems, data storage characteristics, and

data access characteristics. This domain selection has been con-

sidered either because our research is linked with their respective

storage systems, or due to the fact that sufficient public data is

available in order for us to consider them as uses cases in our

analysis.

D-SDA: The D-SDA is operated by the Earth Observation Center

(EOC) of the German Aerospace Center and is a multi-mission

data management and information system covering national and

international earth observationmissions [13]. The data (and derived

data) is stored in a large, geo-replicated cold storage data archive

facility, which relies on a robotic tape library system. Commonly

used file formats in the D-SDA include image file formats, such as

GeoTIFF and JPEG, but also scientific file formats, such as, netCDF

and HDF5. The accompanying metadata is stored in a relational

database system and serves as identification & localization service

for end users.

Depending on the specific EO mission, various value-added data

products can be generated upon arrival of the raw data at the ground

station and are archived for later reuse. Currently, most value-added

data products are generated automatically using complex software

pipelines and stored for faster retrieval later on. Depending on

mission-specific service-level agreements, value-added data prod-

ucts have to be available for public download within a specific, fixed

time frame from the sensing timestamp (typically a few hours after

sensing). Besides the data-driven generation of value-added data

products, data retrieval of any data item can be triggered at any

time by users or by so-called reprocessing campaigns. A reprocess-

ing campaign often runs over multiple months and re-generates

derived data products, when a new algorithm version or configura-

tion becomes available. Thus, data items have to be accessible at

any point in time and render the D-SDA as a paramount example

of an active archive.

LOFAR: The LOFAR (LOw Frequency ARray) radio telescope con-

sists of a large array of individual antennas distributed across Eu-

rope. These antennas form a single large, virtual radio telescope

with a huge diameter of hundreds of kilometers. During observa-

tion, the individual antenna signals are correlated and stored in

the LOFAR long-term archive in the binary, astronomy-specific

MeasurementSet file format [17]. The LOFAR long-term archive is

geo-distributed across multiple facilities in Europe, with the storage

system at the Jülich Supercomputing Centre being the largest one.

An important application is the generation of celestial maps,

where an iterative process transforms the received radio wave

signals into viewable images. Once the celestial map has been gen-

erated, the raw data typically remains in the long-term archive and

is only rarely accessed. Thus, according to our terminology, the

LOFAR data archive is a static archive since most (raw) data is never

accessed again.

ECMWF: The weather forecasting storage system is represented

with The European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts

(ECMWF). ECMWF [11] produces global numerical weather pre-

dictions for its member states and a broader community. Up to

the time of writing, ECMWF operates one of the largest supercom-

puter facilities and data archives worldwide. ECMWF uses two

archival systems that were developed in house, namely, ECFS, a

general-purpose file archive that is used for long-term data storage,

and MARS, a large-object database that stores meteorological data.

Unlike ECFS, where data is stored as opaque files that are rarely

accessed, MARS is a database that records domain-specific fields

and exposes them to users using a customized query language. As
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users can access and retrieve any field at any time, MARS is an

active archive compared to ECFS which is static in nature.

3 ANALYSIS

In this section, we present an analysis of the four archives described

in Section 2 that span three application domains. We first present

a data analysis in Section 3.1 to highlight unique properties of

scientific data archives and their workloads. Then, we present a

deployment analysis in Section 3.2 to understand the pros and cons

of using public, cloud-based, cold storage services for archiving

scientific data.

3.1 Data Analysis

Table 1 shows various characteristics of the four archives used in

our study. The numbers reported for D-SDA and LOFAR are based

on an in-house analysis we conducted on these archives. For ECFS

and MARS, the values reported are based on a previous study [11].

Data volume. The amount of data stored across all archives is

in the order of tens of PBs stored across millions of files. As new

exascale supercomputing technologies are deployed for scientific

analysis, the amount of data stored by scientific archives continues

to grow rapidly. As shown in Table 1, these archives exhibit a 15%

to 65% cumulative annual growth rate as they continue to add

several Petabytes of data to their archival storage. This rate of data

growth is unsustainable in the long run, as several studies have

pointed out that areal density improvements in available storage

is far below this rate of data growth (16% improvement in density

per year for HDDs, and 33% for tape) [5, 14]. While researchers are

investigating the feasibility of novel storage media, like DNA [6,

10] or optical [4, 18] storage, for dramatically improving density,

scientific archives will have little option but to implement means

to reduce data growth for the foreseeable future.

Data variety. Considering the fact that these storage systems are

applied to specific applications domains, there is another factor

that should be taken into account, namely the data variety. Given

that the latency of accessing data on cold storage devices can be

quite high, one aspect of variety that is particularly important is the

distribution of file sizes.We use D-SDA as an example to explore this.

Table 1 shows that the average file size of D-SDA is around 64MB.

Figure 1 shows the file size distribution of the main D-SDA product

library, which hosts all EO products of the national multi-mission

ground segment archived in Oberpfaffenhofen. Clearly, there is a

huge variety in the sizes of files which are being saved. The DFD

storage system is mostly used for storing data from different earth

observation missions. Thus, starting from a file with a couple of

kilobytes for specific observation parameters, the file size could

easily reach a couple of gigabytes, and even more.

Given the prevalence of small files, several of the files reaccessed

from tape are likely to be small in size. Small file retrieval is an

inherently suboptimal access pattern for tape archives, as it leads

to long-latency tape load/unload operations caused by random

accesses. This is the reason why all scientific storage systems use a

HDD-based caching layer to buffer all small files, and frequently

accessed files, within their cache capacity. The caching layer also

doubles in role as a burst buffer to temporarily stage new data

before it is eventually moved to the tape backend. The actual ratio
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Figure 1: File size distribution: Main D-SDA product library.

of data staged in HDD-based caches versus tape varies from 1:17 for

LOFAR to 1:30 for D-SDA. Depending on the specific requirements,

caching ratios vary (i.e., due to budget limitations) and data archives

either separate between read/write caching (caches for reads, burst

buffers for writes) or only utilize a common caching layer for both.

Data liveliness. Another property of data that is common across

all archives is the fact that a large fraction of data stored is rarely

read again. Table 2 shows the “liveliness” of data for ECFS and

MARS. As can be seen, only 20% of data in both archives is accessed

after being stored. Given that these file accesses are not performance

critical, an ideal media for archival data should focus on optimizing

the cost of long-term storage. Tape offers the highest density, and

the lowest cost/GB, among storage media available today. Further,

tape consumes no power once unmounted, and also has the longest

media lifetime. Due to these reasons, all four scientific archives rely

on a data tape facility for long-term data storage.

3.2 Deployment Analysis

On premise versus cloud. Several cloud service providers have

started offering archival storage as an elastic service. Thus, we will

now explore the trade-offs involved in using a cloud-based cold

storage service for archiving scientific data. Table 3 presents price–

performance metrics of popular archival-as-a-service offering from

the Microsoft Azure cloud. Similar to Azure, all cloud providers

offer three types of storage classes for archival storage with price–

performance characteristics matching the expected workload. The

first service in Table 3, Archival Blob store, is aDeep archival storage
service tailored towards storage of data that is very rarely accessed.

The second service, Cool blob store, is a Nearline archival storage
service tailored for storing data that is more frequently accessed, but

infrequent enough that storing it on non-archival services would

incur additional expenses. Finally, Hot blob store is an online service
used for storing frequently accessed data.

The cost of storing data (second column) drops by an order of

magnitude if one uses a deep archival service compared to an online

service (cf. Table 3). Given that 80% of data stored in static archives

is never read back, deep archival in the cloud might be a good fit

for such data. Similarly, nearline services often provide a 30%–50%

reduction in storage cost compared to online storage. Thus, the

data stored in the HDD cache might be a good fit for these nearline
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Table 3: Commercial offerings.

Storage

(GB/Month)

Retrieval

(per GB)

GET Requests

(per 10,000)

Latency

Azure Archival Blob $0.0045 $0.02 $0.5 several hours

Azure Cool Blob $0.0334 $0.01 $0.01 61.4ms

Azure Hot Blob $0.0422 $0 $0.004 5.3ms

services. While these price points appear to make archival storage

services an attractive option compared to on-premise storage for

static archives, there is an important storage–access trade-off that

must be considered before migrating to the cloud.

Storage–access tradeoff.When data is stored in online services,

it is typically available for instant access. However, data stored

in nearline or deep archival services need to be rehydrated and

temporarily staged in an online service before it can be accessed

by an application. As a result, nearline and deep archival services

charge both a rehydration fee and a data access fee, while online

services only charge for data accesses. Thus, looking at Table 3,

one can see that cost of retrieving data from the storage service

follows the inverse path of raw storage cost–while storage cost

increases as one moves from deep archival to online storage, data

retrieval cost decreases an order of magnitude in the same direction.

This inverse relationship between storage and retrieval cost has

important implications on the deploying scientific archives in the

public cloud.

The choice of storage between the nearline and archival tier

very much depends on the archival workload. As an example, let

us consider a 1PB scientific archive that is stored for a year and

read back in its entirety just once during the entire year. Based on

pricing details shown in Table 3, assuming a blob size of 256MB,

the overall cost of the archive would be $79K, $430K, and $531K

for the archival, cool, and hot blob storage services, respectively.

Figure 2a shows the relative breakdown of the cost to separate out

the contribution of raw storage and data accesses. As can be seen,

there is a huge difference between archival blob store and the rest

in that 30% of the overall costs can be attributed to reading back

data in the former case. The per-GB data retrieval cost charged for

archival storage is the dominating source of this 30%. Thus, using

the simple cost equation

TotalCost = StoraдeCost ×M + ReadCost × R

where M is the number of months and R is the number of times data

is retrieved completed, we can derive the overhead of data access if

data is accessed every month (M = R). Using pricing information

from Table 3, we compute it to be 82%. If we assume we access

data once a year for R years, then, M is R × 12. Based on pricing

numbers in Table 3, the overhead of scanning data once a year is

27%. These results indicate that cloud storage might be more suited

for static archives with little to no data access. Active archives, in

contrast, need much more frequent access to data. Thus, migrating

active archives to the cloud will lead to storage no longer being the

dominating cost, which is ironic given that storage cost the main

motivating factor behind cloud migration of these archives.

Data scrubbing and vendor lock-in.The aforementioned storage–

access trade-off presents two additional problems even for static

archives, namely data scrubbing (ensuring data integrity, through

different error correction techniques) and vendor lock-in. First, all

static archives routinely scrub data to ensure data integrity and

to protect data from corruption due to media failures. Our anal-

ysis indicates that scrubbing can be an expensive proposition in

cloud-based static archives. As we mentioned earlier, the overhead

of accessing data once a year in the cloud is 27% in our scenario.

Note that this does not include the network utilization charges for

transferring data between the storage and compute nodes, which

is quoted separately by all cloud service providers. Unless cloud-

service providers offer built-in data scrubbing as a part of the service

offering, data verification costs will be a non-negligible amount of

the overall expenditure.

Second, once a data archive has been migrated to the cloud, moving

back out of the cloud requires accessing all data once. We can use

the former equation to derive the number of months data should

be stored for this one-time, moving-out overhead to be a small

fraction of the total cost. Figure 2b plots the relationship between

the number of months and this overhead. As can be seen, in order

for the moving-out overhead to be less than 10% of the total cost,

data must be stored for at least 40 months. Viewed another way, the

cost of migrating 1PB of data out of the cloud ($23K) is equivalent

to storing it in the cloud for an additional 5 months based on cost

metrics given in Table 3. Note that this cost does not include egress

charges out of the cloud which are billed separately. For instance,

the lowest egress charges from Azure are $0.05/GB for outbound

transfers. Including this would make total migration charge of $75K

for 1PB, which is equivalent to 16 months of storage. This clearly

indicates that once a scientific archive is migrated to the public

cloud, the economic incentive for moving out is very low. Given that

the storage pricing across cloud providers is similar, the incentive

for moving to another cloud is even lower due to the additional

data ingestion charges that have to be paid.

Tiered cold storage archive. Based on our analysis, a two-tier,

hybrid cloud infrastructure seems to be more appropriate for sci-

entific data archives. Such an approach would store one copy of

archival data locally and one or more copies in the cloud. This

setup would solve several problems that complicate migration of

scientific archives to the cloud. First, if all data access operations

can be limited to the local copy, this approach would eliminate the

associated cloud data retrieval overheads. Second, data scrubbing

can be done on the local copies, and the cloud copies can serve as

backup in case of local failures. In fact, one could improve availabil-

ity by storing copies across multiple cloud service providers. Third,

the local copy would solve the problem of vendor lock-in as it no

longer needs to retrieve back the data during cloud migration.
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Figure 2: Cloud migration analysis.

4 DISCUSSION

The analysis and observations made in Section 3 provide an in-

teresting starting point for furthering our understanding of the

challenges involved in designing, operating, and monitoring cold

storage data archives for data-intensive scientific domains. In this

section, we discuss other important open problems and interesting

research challenges that, we believe, require further attention.

4.1 Active Archive—A Tertiary Polystore

All the four archives considered in this study store hundreds of

millions of files, which store domain-specific, structured data using

optimized file formats. The hierarchical organization of files, the

mapping of domain-specific entities to files, assignment of files

to tape drives, and auxiliary metadata generated by data mining

tasks that crawl the archive are all stored and managed separately.

For instance, CERN’s Tape Archive system [15], which provides

the tape-backend for storing data from Large Hadron Collider ex-

periments stores its file catalogue in a relational database while

storing the data itself in an object store; in addition, users access

the archive data via an hierarchical, directory-based, mostly POSIX

compliant interface. D-SDA stores accompanying metadata that

serves as identification and localization service for end users in a

relational database system.

In contrast to the physical organization of files on tape me-

dia, data mining tasks and computational models often work with

domain-specific representations of this data. Thus, these archives

also provide customized query languages to enable search and re-

trieval functionality at a “logical” level. For instance, MARS hosts

170 billion fields of meteorological data in 9.7 million files. Users

do not directly access the fields, but issue a query using a custom

query language. Thus, it is important for active archives to support

access methods that can be used to answer user queries.

Finally, unlike static archives where data stored is never accessed

again, any data stored in these active archives can be requested at

any point in time. While performance is not a priority, it is still

important to apply scheduling techniques and caching hierarchies

that are customized to the archive’s workload in order to avoid

pathological scenarios. For instance, MARS uses a separate Field

DataBase (FDB) to cache fields that are frequently accessed. In addi-

tion, MARS also uses disk arrays as second-level file caches in front

of tape drives. Despite the use of such deep caching hierarchies, and
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Figure 3: ColdBench architecture overview.

despite the fact that these caches have been reported to have a 95%

hit rate, the volume of accesses from 5% of misses is high enough to

heavily stress the tape robots. Thus, researchers have demonstrated

the use of MARS-specific tape prefetching and request scheduling

algorithms that improve performance.

These requirements of active archives make it a prime candidate

for adopting a polystore architecture. However, while current work

focuses on using polystores for performance-sensitive analytics, the

use of polystores for managing cold data in scientific data archives

presents interesting research challenge at the other end of the

storage spectrum.

4.2 Towards a Cold Storage Benchmark

In Section 3, we presented an in-depth exploration of several as-

pects of a cold storage system design. In order to compare and

trade off different design decisions, an independent, consistent, and

comprehensive benchmark for cold storage systems and services

is required. Such a benchmark does not only provide a convenient

way to evaluate different available design options, but it also facili-

tates users to pose critical what-if questions to adapt to changing

application requirements and storage technology changes.

There are a few desirable properties that a cold storage bench-

mark for scientific applications should consist of. It should be rele-

vant for the application, i.e., it should resemble the real workload

and data distribution accurately. Most scientific workloads can be

characterized as follows: (i) data is accessed only infrequently and

(ii) a limited number of users (power users) generates large parts

of the read workload. The benchmark should also be economical

(preferably open and free), portable, extensible, and support private,

hybrid, and public (cloud-based) cold storage systems.

Given these requirements, we are developing ColdBench, a

benchmarking framework for evaluating and comparing heteroge-

neous cold storage systems. We sketch the high-level architecture

of ColdBench in Figure 3. It consists of two major components,

namely the Data Generator and the Benchmark Driver, and connects
to a cold storage system under test using a simple GET/PUT-like
API. In the rest of this section, we describe the requirements that

an ideal data generator and benchmark driver should meet, and

some of the challenges involved in building these components.

Data Generator. The data generator should generate files of vary-

ing size following a user-defined, application-specific file size dis-

tribution. The specific data distribution should be derived from a

real-world scenario or can be selected from a list of predefined,

commonly observed file size distributions. The file size distribution
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should be skewed, with outliers of extremely small files (kBs) to

large files (TBs).

The data generator should scale to generate data sets of up to

multiple PB without compromising the specifics of the file size

distribution. In order to mimic the write workload of a cold storage

system, the data generator should produce a large, static data set,

which gets populated initially and a smaller, dynamic data set,

which gets added interweaved with the read workload.

Benchmark Driver. The benchmark driver consists of a workload

generator and a client pool. The workload generator should produce

a sequence of read/write operations, which can be either single or

batch requests. The client pool allows instantiating a user-defined

number of concurrent user sessions, which each run an individually

generated workload against the cold storage system. The workload

generator should be configurable in the ratio of read/write oper-

ations, the ratio of single/batch requests, and the specification of

domain-specific data priorities. For example, in the D-SDA storage

system, most of the user request workloads are focused on a partic-

ular earth observation mission [16]. Thus, representing temporal

and spatial locality is a crucial aspect for the generation of realistic,

domain-specific benchmark workloads.

Choke Point-based Design. We propose a choke point-based

benchmark design, which encompasses key technical challenges

that real-world cold storage systems often face in operational set-

tings [9]. A choke point-based design ensures that the benchmark

workload covers bottlenecks often observed in operational systems

and forces cold data archive providers onto a path of continuous

technological innovation. Based on our analysis in Section 3, we

can already derive initial choke points that a cold storage system

has to deal with in practice. This includes (1) skewed data access,

(2) large batch file requests, (3) dealing with different data retrieval

priorities, and (4) handling data access to small files efficiently.

Benchmark Metrics. A cold storage benchmark should facilitate

in addition to performance-related metrics, such as latency and

sustained download bandwidth, also a cost-related metric. This

cost-related metric includes hardware costs (initial infrastructure

and hardware replacement costs), administration & utility costs,

and potential software license costs. This is in particular challeng-

ing for private cold storage systems, where the overall costs cannot

always be easily derived. In contrast, public, cloud-based cold stor-

age services offer fine-grained billing and online calculators for

anticipated costs considering the data set characteristics and the

workload are known in advance [1–3].

4.3 Provisioning & Configuring Data Archives

Storage system provisioning, configuration, and setup is becom-

ing increasingly complex and tedious attributable to the thriving,

ever-growing number of offerings by public cloud providers and

hardware manufacturers. A customer can choose between various

private, hybrid, and public storage system offerings with greatly

varying performance and cost characteristics.

For private storage infrastructures, storage hardware options

are becoming increasingly multifarious—there are multiple storage

media to choose from, e.g., HDDs (in installations of massive arrays

of idle disks), tapes, flash-based storage, or optical storage systems.

Further, modern computer networks exhibit large bandwidths, low

latency, and programmability of the network devices (e.g. smart

switches and NICs). Depending on the specific target application

and its data- and workload characteristics, vastly different system

provisioning and configuration considerations have to be taken

into account. This in turn requires tools to simulate and evaluate

different system configurations in a comprehensive manner (cf. Sec-

tion 4.2), advisory tools that assist customers to select the best

performing and cost-efficient system configuration, and full-system

monitoring (cf. Section 4.4).

4.4 Archive Profiling & Monitoring

Current data archives, with particular emphasis on the private

storage systems, are still lacking extensive evaluation and analysis,

which is conditioned in having an appropriate monitoring and

tracing system. An end-to-end monitoring system would simplify a

storage system evaluation and its improvement on the performance

and the reliability context, among others.

From our own experience, the current methodologies for gaining

knowledge about the internals of private data archives have been

inappropriate and time-consuming. In the case of D-SDA and LO-

FAR, getting access to the cold storage data archive traces was

conditioned by many obstacles, mainly based on twofold reasons:

(1) complexity and (2) privacy. Every storage system layer was hav-

ing a proper tracing methodology, and the logical matching of the

data archive events was not very straightforward. The other side

of the coin (that is, the privacy), implied every trace request to be

followed by a lengthy period of weeks and months, until getting a

permission for analyzing the particular storage system layer traces,

even for trace data which was assumed to be open and free.

In the same time of designing a cold storage data archive, the

application domain leaders should concurrently explore different

monitoring systems, which could potentially be used as a funda-

mental framework in tracing their data archive. After an extensive

evaluation of the proposals, they will have to choose, modify or

come up with a reasonable alternative, which encapsulates a certain

number of modules that hide the inter-layer complexity and enable

a customizable privacy, on top of an existing or new prototypical

monitoring system. If complexity requires the understanding of

different storage system layers and their intersections, the privacy

issue should clearly define the boundaries of what sensitive data

is and what is not. An end-to-end monitoring and tracing stor-

age system should be capable of giving an efficient and real-time

pipeline view at the granularity of individual user request/response

operations. In this way, even if leaded from an intuition [12], one

could accelerate an analysis and solution of a probable bottleneck,

such as the tail latency.

5 SUMMARY

In this paper we make the case for cold storage data archives as

fundamental building blocks for data-intensive, scientific applica-

tion domains, such as, earth observation, radio astronomy, and

weather forecasting. Consequently, we took the first step towards

understanding the challenges involved in scientific data archival.

Using a detailed analysis of four real-world, scientific, cold storage

data archives, we demonstrated the heterogeneous nature of appli-

cation workloads and showed that a hybrid two-tier approach with
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a combination of a private and a public cold storage infrastructure

is most promising for a reasonable cost/performance trade-off.

We believe that cold storage data archives are largely overlooked

by the research community although they entail a variety of inter-

esting and challenging research questions. We discussed several

such areas of exploration to highlight the fact that scientific data

archival is not just a storage problem, but a rich data management

problem with research challenges that span all important steps in

the data management life cycle, ranging from planning and pro-

visioning, performance monitoring & tuning to keep the storage

system in a healthy state, to providing a seamless view across meta-

data and experimental data to the end user through a common

data management abstraction with querying/analysis capabilities.

Finally, we envision that cold storage data archives, in particular

active archives, will exhibit an increased interest both from industry

and the research community, due to storage specializations towards

vastly different deployment areas and recent advances in storage

hardware development.
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